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September 1, 2020
OM

The body-imprisoned Spirit, - reveal Thyself!  Why does the individual Soul forget the Perfection of Its own
Being?!  Because it  separates Itself from the ONE SPIRIT, as well as all creations of the Spirit, feeling Itself
lost.  The embodiment limits the spiritual being....

The Soul concentrates upon the body's limitations and hides behind the body just as a great athlete would
concentrate upon the feeble attempts of his baby son to start throwing the ball, and would adjust himself to the
limitations of the baby, temporarily acquiring baby's weak movements and gestures!  Just as a master-musician
would start showing slowly and clumsily the scales to a totally imperfect and incapable pupil.  This, however, is
not falsification but rather distortion.  If and when the Soul would recollect Its FREEDOM from the imprisoning
"babies" - It would start acting independently.

Awake!  Arise!
(September 1, 1978   Fri. Morning)

September 2, 2020
OM

Shall I tell you who is hopeless in the life of self-perfection, who is in-between, and who is promising?!  The
Mr. and Mrs. Hopeless are those who bring to me their own worldly standards, their personalities, etc., expect
the  immediate  acceptance  of  such  and  are  sulky,  arrogant,  argumentative,  -  in  fact,  a  total  burden  if  their
expectations and demands are not granted.

The Mr. and Mrs. In-between are those who think that the Ashram and its standards may be very good, even
excellent, but only as the adumbrations to their creed, profession and ideology, - they are not "hopeless" in that at
least  they  are  learning...  but  then  grabbing  and  usually  running  abroad,  all  phony,  ungrateful  and  even
dangerous!

The Monsieur and Madame de Promise are those who have immediate receptivity and understand that it is out
of any proportion to argue, insist and crave appreciation in the place dedicated to serious work on oneself.  These
are showing gratitude, appreciation and are usually a good material for further development.

There is a fourth category, - a class of its own, a kindled soul, - he who has love, reverence, understanding
and fiery aspiration.  Such a one is not only "promising" but welcome and dear!  Such a one almost loses his
"material gravity" after each inspiring Satsang and is ever-ready to soar up and to leave the defective solar
system behind him!

May you all grow!
(September 2, 1978  Sat. Morning)

September 3, 2020
OM

By their fruit ye shall know them... Whatever you are shouts through you louder than your words and deeds.
If  you strive to be one with your Spirit,  -  this  too will  shout  loudly!  And oh,  Lord may this  be the only
emanation, the only "fruit" by which man shall know us!

..."I AM the Way, the Truth, the Life."  Who said it?!  - the man Jesus or the God with whom Jesus was One?!
This is the Cosmic statement.  If we meditate often upon it, it will bless us and others.  Don't ever try to heal or
correct anybody, - you will not succeed, for it will be only your human will bouncing against the opposing will
of another man.  But... I Am the Truth... the Way... the Life... that Divine Force.  Dissolve your will in the
Indefinable Presence and you will influence the most stubborn opposers of Good.  But please keep away from
the personalities which assert themselves... Just love the Truth and it will show Its Power.

By their fruit ye shall know them...
(September 3, 1978  Sun. Morning)



September 4, 2020
[Our Holy Mother wrote two meditations on this day]

OM

When you sit to meditate -
Prostrate to the Supreme!
When you pour out your trust,

your faith, your adoration -
Just wait...
Find your peace in the Center
Where there is no you!
Then...then...wait again...
Sing within the AUM
Which is the Fullness of the Divine.
The Divine can express Itself
Or It stays silent...
When it expresses, you see It
In forms for Beauty,
In deeds of noble men,
In sparks of Wisdom of the wise...
When it is Silent, -
It is to be adored, to love, to give unto...
But never to define...
For God would be no God
If you could put your stamp upon Him...
And...when falsehood faces you,
Know that is a Grimace of Evil,
Just a Grimace...
Ugly - yes...
Powerful?!  NO WAY!
There is no room for sin
In Beauty of the Divine...

OM

..."The secret God will not impart Himself to us for tea table talk.  He frowns at moths and puppets,
passes by us and seeks out a solitary and truly religious heart."  

Emerson

Yea... Only the humble
Only the pure
Only the earnest
Attract the Grace...
The rest are... "uncelestial."
A solitary, spiritual heart -
What a treasure...

(September 4, 1978 Mon. Morning)

September 5, 2020



OM

Maya is flapping the huge scorched wings
Under which hide falsehoods
And the lies drop into the ready heads and hearts.
One fool catches arrogance, -
Another - vanity,
Still next one - deceitfulness,
And so it goes, -
One lie catches another
And big Merry-go-round
Of phantoms whirl around...
Maya is the ugly Sister
Of the Divine Life-giving Sakti!
Both are the energies of the Forever...
When lies are spread all over,
When human hearts exhaust themselves
From fruitless follies, -
Then the Divine Protectress
Drops Her tears of sorrow
And Ugly Sister disappears in shame...
Then... from the Golden Wings of Mother
Fall into golden hearts, divine gems,
Mother removes Her Veil
And spreads Her Golden Wings...

Oh Sakti!...
(September 5, 1978 Tues. Morning)

September 6, 2020
OM

Why does the  Lord of the  Gita advocate  the necessity  of  overcoming even goodness,  the  Sattwa guna?
Because even Sattwic qualities bind us to relative harmonies which really speaking, should be only ... "added"
unto us.  Further, - Sattwic qualities can be acquired, and  what can be acquired or earned, can also be lost.
Thus, for those of us who, precisely, through the aid of "goodness" (the Sattwic qualities), are able to understand
the Goal of life, it becomes clear that we are to look for the Permanency, - seek ye first the Kingdom of God, and
the rest will be yours, i.e., the Truth includes all harmonies.

Now, - what is of Permanency?  What  is the "Kingdom of God?"  It is our Divine Nature deeply hidden
within, - it is the Perfection which is above the good Sattwic qualities, for it is the Divine Nature, not quality!
Don't forget that natures are thousands, but the Divine Nature is ONE.  The Light and the Freedom is the Divine
Nature of every soul.  Those equipped with divine qualities can discover their Divine Nature; those immersed in
the diabolical qualities go farther and farther away from the Eternal Existence. 

(September 6, 1978 Wed. Morning)

September 7, 2020
OM

...Oh the Holy Hour...

First, it seems so strange to "think about the Soul"...  In the life of a good evolved animal like my dog, for
instance, it is a great difficulty for him to separate his vital urges, his keen instincts, from a dim understanding!



He  feels life most acutely, but I have to think for him.  If he obeys, he grows in understanding; if not,  he
immerses into the darkness of vital responses with all their acuteness and fluctuations...

In unspiritual man it is the same vital force, much diminished in its strength, plus the mind which he, unlike
Puppy, can use independently of his desire body... if he is sufficiently intelligent.  And, when the intelligence
grows wider and deeper, man starts seeking to feel himself only as an intelligent, free being who is in possession
of mind,  life and body,  but he is not yet aware of  his potentials,  even as a dog is not aware of  its mental
possibilities.

Thus, at best, an evolved man can only think about his Soul, or about any spiritual force within him.  But
through protracted aspiration, gradually, the evolved man is able to feel , to see, to be aware of himself, (not just
to think) as  the  "inner Something" that  supports  the thoughts,  the life and the actions...  which become the
instruments of... powerful Silence within.

(September 7, 1978 Thurs. Morning)

September 8, 2020
OM

Sri Sivanandaya Namaha!

Obeisance to Gurudev Sivananda on the eighth of September!  Holy Birth Day.... I contemplate the awesome
Soul and Its Mission, - Cosmic Mission.  For, indeed, had it been just a human mission, Swami Sivananda could
be ranged as a propagandist for the illiterate!  But not so.  If His Divine work manifests now as the very popular
and elementary movement, totally attainable to all the seekers by its exoteric formulas, it is for the purpose of
general expansion of evolutionary nature of man.  Even at the great risk of diffusion and formalization of Yoga
and Vedanta, the diminishing of inspiration, of making a mechanical mass production and mass cult out of it, - in
short, all this exoteric outcome need not be taken with alarm and bitter disappointment, as, I confess, was my
first reaction.

The exotericism of the Teachings of Sivananda is just as inevitable as that of Christ Jesus, precisely because
Sivananda, even as Christ, deals with life - the life of all and everyone, and the pulse of the humanity is in need
of popularization of the Eternal Word.  But the fact remains that spiritual evolution is never collective... never.  It
can be achieved by individuals only, - never en masse, for only the mature individual wants the change.  On a
large scale, there cannot be such demand, thus, there can be no spiritual supply.  Sivananda, of course, knew all
this and thus, He gave two standards - the Yoga for the individual growth, mastery and liberation, and the Yoga
for the, at least, minimum upliftment of the Earth-life, in general...

For those who would rather take their Cross and follow Him, Swami Sivananda has definitely outlined the life
of a mystic, the life of the highest inner culture.  Gurudev knew the Spiritual Truth and was not a votary of just
mathematics and logic in Sadhana!  For Spiritual Knowledge can never be achieved through the intellectual
avenues, say nothing of all the standardized methods of the diffused mechanical organizations.  Gurudev's motto
for the true aspirant, to the man of qualification, was and is the integral development, the Yoga of Synthesis, the
cultivation of the higher intuition, insight, intense and controlled life experience, and also the refinement and the
deepening of the reasoning faculties.  His secret spiritual experience is perceived and spiritually sensed by only
those who are unto Him!  His generosity of Spirit put many methods at the disposal of one and all, but only those
who are inward and earnest, pure and ardent, can hope to  preserve the Kernel of His evolutionary movement
which is meant for expansion but never for disruption.

Blessed Birthday
Swami Sivananda!

(September 8, 1978 Fri. Morning)

September 9, 2020
OM

..."Two are there hidden in the
Secrecy of the Infinite, -



The Knowledge and the Ignorance,
But perishable is the Ignorance,
Immortal is the Knowledge.
Another is He who rules over both, -
The Knowledge and the Ignorance..."

The Upanishads.

Yea... He who rules over both,
Vidya and Avidya,
Is the Source of All,
Is Supreme Wisdom.
The ever-rushing Time is Ignorance,
But when we fear it not,
We have Knowledge!
To mercantilize ideals

is stark Ignorance...
To love Knowledge for its sake

is Great Wisdom.
To not see the tricks of mind

is Ignorance,
To superimpose upon the Will
One fear after another

is Ignorance,
Fearless quiet is Wisdom.
The questioning of the Omnipotence of Spirit

is Ignorance,
Awareness of Its Might

is Wisdom.
Drastic surgery of Being

is Ignorance,
To know the Wholeness
And the Allness of the I AM

is Wisdom,
The starkest Ignorance
Is to limit our secret existence...
The victory of Wisdom
Is to discover the intuitive life inside...

(September 9, 1978 Sat. Morning)

September 10, 2020
OM

Tolerance is good
Permissiveness - bad;
All-embracingness - grand
False "inclusiveness" - ridiculous'
Private dignity - necessary
Secretiveness - unnecessary;
Generosity - admirable
"Give-away-ness" - despicable;
Care-for-others - praiseworthy
Curiosity about others - base;



Charitability - noble
Neighborly familiarity - cheap;
Above all, - discrimination!

Without  discrimination,  you  distort,  disfigure,  falsify  and  misunderstand  all the  values.   If  you  have
discrimination, you can eradicate conflicts, you can find validity in seeming contradictions, you can reconcile
the small values by leading them towards the higher truth.  You will intuitively realize the validity of all spiritual
experiences,  regardless  of  their  degree.   By  the  same  token  you  will  ruthlessly  ban  the  falsifications.
Discrimination works together with intuition.  You develop both through sincerity, one-pointedness, earnestness
and concentration.  Control glib tongue.  Cultivate quality!

(September 10, 1997 Sun. Morning)

September 11, 2020
OM

We live in a strange world, - but if we know that it  is strange, unreliable, subject to our limited concepts,
which spring from sense perception and which are supported or rejected by our only authority, - our poor reason,
- then... well, then we are, after all, not so ignorant.

When we are investigating the physical phenomena, we come to many scientific facts, which entirely turn
upside down our ordinary sense perception about the "Flat Earth," about the "Blue Sky," about the physical body,
- about many things.  By the same token, the spiritual researcher removes the verdicts of the physical science and
replaces them, or perhaps furthers them, with the subtler realities.

Man... oh man, - be wise.  Do not be in a hurry to pronounce the verdict of hopelessness.  There is the vast
Universe within each little human being.

Oh Mother,
Reveal!...

(September 11, 1978 Mon. Morning)

September 12, 2020
OM

..."From the non-being to the true being, from the darkness to the Light, from death - Immortality!"
The Upanishads

The Workings of the Divine Mother are indeed awesome!  Her first Creation is in Tamas, - the obscure half-
existing,  half-asleep  dense  Matter!   Then  comes  the  physical  improvement,  gradual  betterment;  dim
consciousness, but in a more creative Rajasic, life starts operating.  And then, finally, the secret, invisible Soul
evolution,  when  the  being  becomes  a  human  being  with  the  erect  spine  -  in  which,  only,  the  change  of
Consciousness could be manifested - the Sattwic Creation.  Hence, when one is born as man, noblesse oblige,
one has the "Sattwic Spine" - so act accordingly, forget your four-legged life, increase Sattwa which alone can
provide the avenues for your Soul!

The Mother has Her Divine Idea about you.  Her Lila, Her Sport, has an aim of the Divine Fulfillment of the
maximum of Perfection.  Only man has a power to discriminate, to choose, to channel his forces, and thus, to co-
exist with the High Force of the Divine Play of the Mother, to aid Her consciously by using his will, and thus
promoting his own physical, mental and spiritual transformation.  In some, there is already this spiritual Upsurge
which provides the awakening of High Force within.  In majority of mankind there is only an outward thinking
process.  But still - the awakening is potentially for all!

Om the Horizons!
(September 12, 1978 Tues. Morning)



September 13, 2020
OM

The Eternal  Dilemma:  "if"...  "if"...  "if"...  the "if" of...  "If God is Perfect and All-Powerful,  why such a
grotesque world and such imperfect man who is supposed to be "His Image?!"  Think all you may - you won't
find the answer, - neither did the ancients, with all their wisdom. But both, the ancient and the modern sage -
receives the answers when,  precisely,  he stops the mental  research.   Evidently,  in order to comprehend the
higher-than-you Power,  you ought to obtain some Light  from this very Power;  the dim light  of  the human
thought is not enough.

Then the doubting mind is pacified,  - then comes the REVELATION... It becomes clear and obvious that
there is the Perfect Omnipotence, but that there also are the hostile forces which oppose the Absolute Divine
Government and whose workings the Divine Will  allows... for some Divine Purpose.  It is as if the Forces of
Evil give a paradoxical chance to the Soul to gain experience through mistakes and pains and to soar to the
Realm of Perfection, Absoluteness..  Indeed, Evil is only Ignorance of the Divine, of All Good.  We slowly begin
to realize that imperfection, sin and suffering are not the stationary laws, that there is the progressive liberation
from the Ignorance.  All is Divine, - at times hidden and immersed in Darkness, at times arising form it, and at
the culminating point, - victoriously leaving the Darkness behind and immersing into the true nature of all, - the
ever-blissful Perfection...

(September 13, 1978 Wed. Morning)

September 14, 2020
OM

What do you love?
Why do you love?
Some say:  "I love life!"
Others:  "I love myself!"
Others:  "I love art!"
Others:  "I love family!"
Others:  "I love money!"
And some say:  "I don't love anything!"
Few say:  "I love Truth."
If you do, - then only you live,
Then only your life
Is governed by the Divine...
Till then, you gamble
And... always lose.
It is not a lazy-man's job
To love the Truth...
If you really do,
You are to work hard
On getting rid of falsehood...
"Only God I see..."
To repeat it won't help...
But to see...
Is to be without cares...
All the Influence is from Above...
If you... "see."

(September 14, 1978 Thurs. Morning)

September 15, 2020



OM
The Absolute Truth, - the ONE -

Salutations be unto Thy Immenseness!

The Teachings of Truth, so gloriously culminated in the Upanishads, reveal the awesomeness of the Self-
Experience! Through spiritual revelation alone one knows the indisputable glory of total Transcendence...

What then about the Divine Energy, - the 
“Mother?!”

She, the ever-busy Force of Love, is not withdrawn into the Absolute Featurelessness, but She manifests Herself,
becoming  God  in  the  Creation,  the  Universe,  the  Life,  the  Man.  The  final  of  the  Upanishads  is  the  All-
Inclusiveness, but not the Division and Exclusiveness...

The Absolute Oneness knows not separateness, which is the forerunner of Hatred... There is no contradiction
in the Unknowable of the Absolute Transcendence and the Divine Power which manifests. These apparently
opposite forces - the Static of the Absolute and the Dynamic of the Universal Energy, the Formless and the
Dorm, are not the drastic opposites but, in Reality, are the complements of each other; they are not incompatible
alternatives!

The Realization of  both - the Love of the Divine Mother-in-Action and the Wisdom of the Absolute, the
Unmanifest, brings the Bliss unalloyed... God is ONE, both in His Withdrawal and in His Cosmic Existence.
Transcendence does not  exclude Transcendence.  Conflicts  come from our  slavery to the Cosmic Ignorance.
When we live as the Child of the God-Mother, we also can participate in the Allness of the God-Father...

(September 15, 1978 Fri. Morning)

September 16, 2020
[Asanas, pranayama]
Valentina: I hope you enjoyed the special Prasad as the reflection of my worship. I very much rejoice on the

Night of the Full Moon, when I am with gods, extra special way. You might remember what Vishnu asked the
Sage Narada, and what Narada answered. Vishnu asked him why and for what purpose Narada is specifically
prostrating to Him. To what Narada said, that he is sorry for human beings... I hope you too, all of you, are sorry
for human beings. Not so much for yourself, one of the human beings, as for others. Narada was very sorry for
them and that is why he came specially to prostrate to Vishnu and to ask His blessings and His special mercy. He
was sorry for everybody. The moment one becomes a sage, he really becomes sorry  [Smiles]  for the whole
humanity, for the mess in which people are caught and trapped.

And  he  mentioned  a  very  significant  fact  about  the  misery  of  human  beings  -  that  it  is  due  to  their
misconduct, to their sinful behaviour. That is a very interesting point to really ponder upon - that all the misery is
due to misconduct, that which the Lord Buddha was so stressing also, completely ignoring the metaphysical
subtleties, but stating the obvious fact of the suffering and of the ignorance which is the result and also the cause
of suffering. The more you suffer, the more ignorant you are, unless you are awakened through your suffering
and stop your misconduct. But if you are not awakened, misery and suffering are simply making you more dull,
more ignorant and more rebellious and angry and miserable. The misconduct is the result of ignorance and it
brings great suffering. If one does not learn from suffering, then... the  next  misconduct is, paradoxically, the
result of suffering, in the form of rebellion and hatred... And it is so charming the way Lord Vishnu gave that
very simple and yet very complicated Puja which can reduce the sin considerably and which can very much
brighten and uplift the whole human being.

So when I perform my prostrations (and I do my Puja in various ways), mostly it is mental prostrations and
adorations, sometimes literally, but mental worship I always enjoy most because it is very potent. You, in a flash
of a second, can travel through the whole Brahmaloka [Smiling] and prostrate to every Deity and have a good
talk with everyone you love best! So that is what I was doing this late afternoon. And that very delicious Prasad
is precisely what Vishnu prescribed and which is supposed to be very potent, if you put that child-like faith into
your worship and adoration of the Beauty and Perfection, and if you are awakened to the fact that you should not
be mechanical... It seems to me that mechanicalness is really the father of all ills, because man misses everything



potent and strong and elevating... misses through mechanical attitude. And if you miss something, then you
cannot benefit; it's very clear.

So that’s all... Om Namo Narayana... that’s all... and perhaps not quite all...
Last night I told you that one of the ways to avoid the misery is to avoid the miserable people, to avoid

rubbing your elbows against them. And do not please misunderstand and do not be in a hurry to assert your
pseudo-piousness. [Miming a pious tone] "How come, how can we be avoiding the miserable?" No, don't avoid
the miserable in your compassion, but avoid becoming miserable yourself, because then we will have nothing
but  “Les Miserables” -  only the miserables  who are ignorant  and who make other people  ignorant.  So by
miserable I do not mean the sufferers, but I mean the evil, I mean the troublesome, I mean the heavy-minded, the
dense, the material, gross people who do not want anything but the life of ignorance, and... consequently they
become the sufferers. And if you are the aspirant, you are to avoid all the worldly miserable contacts as much as
you  can,  of  course.  But  mentally  you  should  avoid  it,  mentally,  because  you  commit  much  sin  through
entertaining the unnecessary thoughts. And again here, please do not think that you are hopeless if you have the
unsuitable-for-the-Path thoughts. The point is not to accept them, because attacked everybody is, but don't accept
it. And that is how you avoid the misconduct - if you don't accept the rubbish which attacks you. But if you
accept it and say, "I am miserable," or "I am lustful," or "I am sinful," or "I am this, that and that," then you are,
of course, kaput!

So that's to remind you that after you partook of that Prasad, you better stay well the whole month, mentally,
till my next Puja! Okay?! Now pranayama, please, and think of what I told you. And then stretch your arms and
say [Chanting] Om Namo Narayanaya... 
Om Namo Narayanaya...  That is prostrations to the Protector of all the world, for Narayana is the Name of
Vishnu, who sustains this Universe together with Lakshmi... ah, they are helping and blessing! God bless the
world! Come on. [Practice]

[Before the final silence] ...Now sit up. Let's conclude with silence and by silence, you know what I mean. It
is to not allow yourself to think unnecessary thoughts, to feel unnecessary feelings, but to attempt to listen from
within and be very quiet and clean and happy. God bless you...

(September 16, 1978 Sat. Night)

September 17, 2020
OM

Oh Mother - Thy Will!

Life is a precious gift... As every costly gift, it can be either appreciated or neglected; either joyously used or
morbidly abused; either intelligently directed or ignorantly misdirected... Life is a precious gift, - love it, be
thankful for it, appreciate it, prolong it, take real good care of it - guard it.

Do not waste your life, do not spill it!  Above all know when you spill it and quickly straighten up.  You do
not  live  when  you  are  locked  in  your  selfish  greed  for  things,  people  and  self-indulgences  or  self-
aggrandizements... You may think that that's life, because you are concentrated on only those things which your
material senses translate to your dim intellect as "living."  No, selfish hunting for either pleasure or gain, in
whatever form is not Life, - it is only groping in the darkness, not even taking darkness for limitation.  It is even
as if you are locked in a dark room where, in each corner, are heaps of rubbish mixed with sweetmeats, - you are
crawling, digging the garbage, and with great labor are hunting for bits of candy.  Then you suck it and call it
"life."

Life is only then Life when it is a Conscious Flow which you yourself  direct towards a well understood
Purpose.  Life is a solemn journey, a sacred Pilgrimage to the Magnificent Temple of Truth.  Life is a School, a
training, a possibility to... live in Truth and attain Immortality.  If you lived the life below the human dignity, you
may as well awake to the life above all human standards.  For humanity is by no means the last word of Highest
Reality... Forget your subhuman limitations and human pride.... live to become the Superhuman.

Om Mother!  Life!
(September 17, 1978 Sun. Morning)

September 18, 2020



OM
...Oh the ONE Divine Force!

The signs of the new currents in the evolution of Earth are many.... It is how man will take them, how he will
accept them, how responsible and how willing he is to be benefitted by his evolutionary destiny!

The first sign of this Cosmic Juncture is the Renaissance of Ancient Revelations of the Unsurpassed Culture
of the East.  Just to think that the Bhagavad Gita is translated into all modern languages, that "Yoga" became the
word of today, that there are hundreds of good and bad popularizations and translations of every possible Source
of Wisdom!...  This never happened in the history of the present Cycle before.

Now, amongst those who are witnessing this Dawn of the New Era are, of course, hundreds of varieties of
either awakening or rebellion, - either cooperation with Mother's Force or fight against Her.  The cooperation
manifests in the conscious turning away from the outworn forms of formal religion, the spontaneous freedom
from creeds, freedom from superstitions, freedom from the dead letter of exoteric limitations and man-made
rules of "church conduct."  The awakened soul joyously and gratefully takes a possibility to get out of this
humiliating bigotry, racial and narrow religious isolationism, - all that stupefying nonsense about "my religion"
and "my God."   Cooperation  manifests,  not  only  in  intellectual  understanding,  but  in  sincere  aspiration  to
practice the Inner Presence of the ONE God... Such aspirants are very few, but still they are.

The opposers are in multitudes; even when they accept the Call, they profane it, - those who are pressured,
not by the Law of Love, Empathy and Freedom, but by the conflicting forces of Suspicion, Hatred and Egoity.
In between are those who "tr-y-y."

The vicissitudes of human mind are endless.  They show in the conflicts between the individual tendency of
self-discovery and the pulls towards the collective organized progress.   This can be also solved through the
acceptance of the Divine Force which harmonizes the difficulties...

Oh the Force - work!
(September 18, 1978 Mon. Morning)

September 19, 2020
OM

I just opened my eyes after a charming dream... I thought it was real, but after opening my eyes, I realized it
was a dream.  It is early morning, just the sunrise.  I was in our Branch Garden... which was occupied by the
strange beings all in the Asana positions, all over the grass where we usually practice.  A very beautiful young
woman, dressed like an ordinary person was giving a Class on Humility.  She emanated Humility.  She spoke
beautiful  words  without  knowing  that  they  were  beautiful...  and  then  she  showed  some  exercises  without
knowing that they are no-exercises.  They were... above and beyond the law of gravitation.  Especially one I just
loved.  She stood in front of her Class and then said, "Come on, this is the exercise of elimination of ego."  And
then she raised in arabesque her right leg, then left, then stretched one arm, then another, then... that is the point!
She said, "And now the AIR will support me."  She raised upon the grass several feet up and remained in the
position, this time bending both knees.  I saw the "Air" underneath her, supporting her.  She was magnificent...
but she didn't know it...

Then she resumed an ordinary position and approached me - I was standing at the back of the Garden.  She
smiled luminously, but she didn't know that she is smiling, and said, "I came to you to study with you."

I said, "What can I teach you?  You know far more than I!"
She said... "Then ... let me... slap you"...
I turned my whole face to Her, in a flash of anticipation, experiencing the pain of a slap and being glad about

it.  I said, "Please do."
Then she smiled more with a smile which knows not its magic, and she said... "I shall kiss your feet now

because you expected gladly My Slap"...
I said... "Please do."
She became small like a child, bent, - but then straightened again and said, "I must take ‘a First Class Flight'

now."  And... before leaving, she looked at our pine tree and asked me, "Do you want me to replant it with a Real



Tree?"
I said, "Oh no, it is too much trouble... it is okay."
She:  "But it smells not."
I:  "But it is beautiful and it loves"...
She told many more things about "Kedr" - and that's how she labeled the Tree... And then... she turned to the

people in Her Class and said, "Hurry up, girls and boys!"  And they got up and they were dressed in transparent
white tunics and they left in dancing movement... But She... she was just a woman in slacks, so very perfect, but
she didn't wear any of their costume... Just a woman in slacks... she smiled Her smile and said, "Hey, - the First
Class Flight's waiting!"

I ...opened my eyes... I was not in the Garden but in my Blue Room... on my bed.  I ... immediately wrote the
whole (or the essence) story...

Oh Devi!...
(September 19, 1978 Tues. Morning)

September 20, 2020
OM

Oh mind, - discriminate!
There are situations
Which seem to be alike
But which are far apart.
Reverence to Guru and
Respect to influential man
Or man of talents or glamour
Or fame or prophecies, -
Appear to be alike
But they are far apart...
Pure generosity and
Philanthropy appear to be alike
But they are far apart...
Compassion to fellow man and
Attachment to kinsmen
Seem to be alike
But they are far apart...
Empathy and feeling of another’s heart and
Curiosity for the affairs of all
May seem to be alike
But they are far apart...
Solitude and independence of the wise and
Misanthropic nature
May seem to be alike
But they are far apart...
Devotion and ardent love

to one’s best friend and
All emotional frustrations
May seem to be alike
But they are far apart...
Learn, oh mind, the 

QUALITY...
The real values
The Truth of higher life...



(September 20, 1978 Wed. Morning)

----

Valentina: ...Take that very touching and pure note of Danny, but still this is not spirituality. To analyze the life of
a saint and to put stress upon the secondary is not discrimination. I will explain what I mean particularly... Well,
he was in awe of the early death of St. Theresa which she welcomed. And this is the wrong stress. He should he
in awe of her luminous life and not of her death, because thinking too much of death can put a wrong note upon
his own devotional life. You see how subtle it is?... If one chooses a certain aspect of the life of the saint and puts
his concentration upon it, he is very likely to ignore the essence of the life. The essence of the life of Theresa
was very praiseworthy. And her departure was not the result of her pessimism, but rather of her joy. Whereas, to
put it as the leitmotif of her life is precisely to go into the pseudo-Christianity with its stress upon joylessness.
There are two aspects of Christianity. One is stressing the comforts of this life. This is the modern church with
quotes and cant, of metaphysical affirmative teachings: “Be well and prosperous, Christ said that, Christ is a
healer." And the other one is the older school, of just the opposite - of breast-beating and long face. Both are un-
Christian in the sense of Christ.

And that remark of Danny's is a danger zone, to go precisely in the old school of Christianity, not of Christ.
And yet, it may appear the same, it may appear as if it is the spiritual note, but after the scrutinization, you see
that it isn't. So I gave you a recent instance in this.

Also, that "dream" of mine, that vision, that sojourn in the subtle body, could be taken as a dream, could be
taken as an astral apparition, and it could be taken also as the enlargement of life. It really was the functioning in
a larger scope.

If you have, already, in your waking life, in the three-dimensional world established some quality of inner
life, then you can think about participation or partaking of the Invisible World as the enlargement of your present
life. If, however, you do not have any inner life, then if you will incidently get the glimpse of the Invisible, it will
result in confusion, - consequently, insanity, The premature plunge into the Invisible without having any kind of
the invisible inner life within you is dangerous.

So in the case of the invisible or inner life, the perception of the Supermundane is the enlargement of the
mundane. In the case of the no real life within, it is simply getting into the area where you don't belong - it is a
theft. So the culmination, the discrimination, should be understood as the subtle perception of the Real vis-à-vis
the unreal, the Essence vis-à-vis the superimposition. And that explains it completely...

Now be careful,  -  it  is  not  that  the  experience of  the  Invisible  enlarges  the  mundane life,  but  it  is  the
enlargement  of the mundane. It goes beyond it,  in that sense it  is enlargement.  Not that your mundane life
becomes very much more colourful and interesting, not at all. It is just like you are building an extra room and
floor in your house when you are enlarging the building. It is not that you are making the room which you
already have more attractive, but you are going beyond it. It is not enlargement of your mundane life, it is going
over the boundaries of the mundane life.

In today's meditation I gave only the outlines which suggest, not the intellectual discrimination, but which
should suggest the deep pondering upon the essence vis-à-vis the appearance. Another example, - and that is the
sentimentality  of  approach  to  the  Spiritual  Teachings.  It  might  look  as  if  it  is  the  deep  faith  and  certain
experience, but you scratch and you will see that it is nothing but fantasy, imagination and pretense, whereas the
words are the same! It deals with the same metaphysics, but scratch it... and I am referring not to immature
students, but even to the big movements, schools, etc., which pretend to be esoteric and which are not. And, in
the ordinary cases, it manifests as, "Oh, I'm meditating, I'm so religious. Oh, I know how..." and all that.

You may ask, "Is there no chance for the ones who follow the pseudo-schools to be of any higher calibre
themselves?" Listen, even those who follow the real schools are often phony, never mind pseudo- schools. The
one who follows the most beautiful, the one who follows the Christ Teachings (I just explained) - how much of
sentimentalization or of smart-aleck there is! So the one who is following the right often establishes the wrong, -
that's how it goes, that's how it happens. First you follow the right, you follow the right with all your intention,
but because you have limitations, you make the wrong out of the right. It is not just that it is a definite division of
the right and the wrong - there is only right! But then the followers make the wrong. You take the Teachings of



Buddha. How many subdivisions of Buddhism which have nothing to do with Buddha, and yet all the followers
of the subdivisions think that they are right. That's where the deep discrimination has to be developed, because
you can tell  the right from the wrong only through the experience, through your inner "tick," through your
integrity, through your earnestness and reverence, - otherwise you cannot! You can be the member of the most
high, but Who are you?... The "who are you" makes your passport.

Now let's ponder upon the Morning Meditation:

Oh mind, - discriminate!
There are situations
Which seem to be alike
But which are far apart.
Reverence to Guru and
Respect to influential man
Or man of talents or glamour
Or fame or prophecies, -
Appear to be alike
But they are far apart...

"Reverence  to  Guru"  in  the  esoteric  sense  is  precisely  what  I  just  described  in  Christianity.  The  real
Christianity is reverence to Guru, the Christ.  And all  the man-made creeds and movements are nothing but
"reverence" to various self-made ideas, the influence of the Creed. It could be here compared. to what I say
"reverence to the influential man" in the worldly sense, and creed stands for the influential man in the religious
sense.

...Pure generosity and 
Philanthropy appear to be alike 
But they are far apart...

Well, this is very easily mistaken. The philanthropist is very generous, but there is neither reverence nor
purity nor depth nor sometimes even integrity, in indiscriminate philanthropy. It is just... well, "My income tax
will be relieved and unburdened if I'll give." Whereas the pure generosity may not give in thousands, but it is just
the mentality.

...Compassion to fellow man and 
Attachment to kinsmen
Seem to be alike
But they are far apart...

Compassion to fellow man, or to the kinsman, who is the fellow man, is one thing, but attachment to your
own is just like the creed of the religion, - it ignores completely the essence of love and it stresses the essence of
preference, and it becomes narrow. And yet, a person who is, let's say, "warm" with his own people carries it in a
maudlin way outside also and professes it as the great feeling to humanity. Rubbish! There is nothing in it. It is
just the mechanical echo of the ordinary attachment to his own "chicken-coop." And then there is a certain
pattern of behaviour with others which, if you will scratch, becomes indifference at best, and rudeness at worst.
The same with the family - inside it is all attachment and lollipop till comes friction and compassion is gone, for
there never was any. Compassion is enduring.

Exuberance and joy of life and
Vital vanity with restless "run"
May seem to be alike
But they are far apart...



And how, far apart:  Exuberance is,  again, the essence. All the, what I have just analyzed, real feelings and
mentalities are of the essence and you cannot erase them. And all the offshoots are phony, you can erase them.
And if you won't erase them, they will erase you, because they are false and therefore dangerous and, therefore,
destructive. Now exuberance is real, for it is the outcome of inner strength and inner radiance, whereas vanity
and excitement, the vital vanity of excitement, is self-winding. It is the ego, the craving-for-pleasure ego, the
aggrandizing and aggrandizement of the pleasure and of the pleasure hunter. It is a nervous "itch." It is just a
cramp. And it is self-made and it usually goes, parallely, with tears -there is all the time, subconscious fear of
losing. And there is no self-confidence, there is just a bold aplomb, a smart-aleckness. But it is not all that
simple.  Aplomb is  self-assurance,  self-consistency,  which is  mostly false and borrowed, a put-on one. So it
evaporates and it definitely is exhausting and it definitely is crippling the life. And yet, from the outside view, it
can seem the same. One may say, "Oh, he's so exuberant!" It is not exuberance. Exuberance has real poise at its
seat!

...Empathy and feeling of another’s 
heart and

Curiosity for the affairs of all
May seem to be alike
But they are far apart...

Empathy and the interest which is based on empathy is very akin to compassion, and it immediately manifests
in deep understanding of the need of another man. And, therefore, the one who has such attitude or feeling or
intuition acts sometimes in emergency and says, "Well, how are you?" - meaning it. And then when he gets a
bundle  of  complaints  from  a  person,  he  immediately  rushes  to  relieve  it  -  "Here  is  a  pill,"  literally  and
figuratively.  Whereas  another  one  never  will  give  the  pill!  [Laughs]  But  wants  to  know everything  about
everything! And from the outside it may seem similar, because the one who asks, "How are you?" certainly goes
in certain details about getting the information [Smiling]. And, the other one gets the information and spreads it!
[Laughs] Wow!

...Solitude and independence of 
the wise and 

Misanthropic nature
May seem to be alike
But they are far apart...

Solitude is the result of the need for solitude, it implies inner riches - that's the kind of solitude I am referring
to - when one is looking for solitude because one wants to ponder upon something or create something or pray
or,  for that  matter,  even relax in the constructive way. And misanthropic nature seeks solitude also,  but  for
different, completely, reason and for the different purpose. And, on the surface, it is the same. One can take a
misanthropic person and say, "He's a great renunciate." [Laughs]

...Devotion and ardent love 
to one’s best friend and
All emotional frustrations
May seem to be alike
But they are far apart...

But oh, how far apart!  [Laughs]  Devotion, ardour and communication and unity and unification - they are
based on very deep appreciation, gratitude, affinity, the harmonized order between the two. Whereas the other
stuff - you can infinitely enlarge its scope - it is versatile. It is all based on "I want a friend" and not "I have a
friend." "I want appreciation" and not "I have appreciation." And, as a matter of fact, it never is based on, "I want
to appreciate." Never! It’s always, "I want to be appreciated, I want to be loved, I want to be wanted." And that's
what it is. Whatever it is, it is just based on desire. Whereas the first category is based on giving.



Learn, oh mind, the
QUALITY...
The real values 
The Truth of higher life....

Om Sakti! It's all Sakti....
(September 20, 1978 Wed. Morning)

September 21, 2020
OM

Comes the Sacred Hour
When the gods are near.
This Hour is the sacrificial time
It is the Hour of Giving...

Oh gods, -
Here is my aspiration
Take it.
Oh gods, - here is my faith
Take it.
Oh gods, - here is my love
Take it...

Oh gods, - I prostrate in thanks,
For gods gave me the quiet heart...
At the Hour of God...

Oh Flame, oh Spirit's Power -
Work!
The burning Fire cleanses...
and after work is done,
The Fire becomes the Light...

Oh gods, -
Watch over my Flame,
May it never be extinguished...
Oh Divine Mother...
Thy Flame be done...

(September 21, 1978 Thurs. Morning)

September 22, 2020
OM

Yes... the Fire of Sacrifice...
It burns the sins of the sinners.
It distributes the virtues to the virtuous.
It devours impurities.
It kindles the pure hearts.

Oh Agni!

What makes the inner fire burn?  Definitely, - self-discipline first, and inspiration next.



..."Some Yogis sacrifice to the gods.  Others, - sacrifice into the Fire of God Himself."  To the gods, or various
divine forces, we sacrifice through disciplines, observances and righteous deeds.  To the Almighty, we sacrifice
through our kindled love, through boldly throwing all our functions into the Supreme who consists of all the
unified Divine Forces.

Some offer their senses; others their breath; some offer their wealth; still others, their service to humanity.
Sacrifices are thousands and they all are for the purpose of purification first, and Enlightenment next.  Sacrifice
is the Law of the Universe...  ..."There is no life for him either here or hereafter who does not perform sacrifice."

Woe unto us when we are smug and enumerate our "sacrifices."  Sacrifice is Life.  How can we add to Life?!
We can only live Life through giving.

Give again!
(September 22, 1978 Fri. Morning)

September 23, 2020
OM

Oh, the Power, oh the Might,
Enter me in Thy full Glory and Rightness:

Oh Divine Sakti!

Thy Flame, oh Kali, is approached by me.
Scorch me not!

Thy Light is for all, but is received
by the few.

Oh Might, oh Owner of the Treasure.
I dare!... I am, I am.
I am The Child of Thy Energy!

Why speak of Sacrifice as effort?
It is no effort to give to the Giver...
Oh Might, oh Power, oh Mother
Come to me; be pleased to accept

my soul's vibrations...
What I, as Thy Child, am incapable of,
Thou, oh many-hued Luminosity, can win

for me!

Oh Devi, oh the high kindled Mass of Light -
Salutations, prostrations, adorations
And again and again all the offerings

from Thy Child to Thee, -
The Mother!

(September 23, 1978  Sat. Morning)

September 24, 2020
OM

Mother!

Oh Love!
Oh Power!
Oh Glory!



What is human merit
Or human demerit

to Thee?
What is human learning
Or human illiteracy

to Thee?!
What is human good
Or human evil

to Thee?!
What if man is the king
Or what if he is a beggar...

to Thee?!
Thou who is greater than

all greatness,
`Who is Supreme and Everlasting -
How can man know Thee?!
Not through his merits -

that much is clear...
Then?!  Then only through Thy Grace...
Thy Grace be done...
To whomever Thou would...

reveal Thyself.
(September 24, 1978 Sun. Morning)

September 25, 2020
OM

Oh Mother!
Kindle Thy Flame in my heart,
So that the tongues of Thy Fire
Would consume the opposers...
Thy Flame leads upward and is of joy and speed.
Without the Flame...
The sin is born
And stumbles then the Soul....

Oh Mother!
Kindle Thy Flame in my heart...
So that I would live by the Full Blaze

of Thy Flame,
Enough, enough of separation from Thy Truth.
Short-lived are the convulsive pleasures of

division,
Of selfish limits and unclean desires...
But lasting is the misery caused by their sin.
The greatest sin is Ignorance of Flame Divine.

Oh Mother!
Kindle thy Flame in my heart...
Let it burn forever...
Thy Flame...is Immortality.



Oh Mother...
(September 25, 1978 Monday Morning)

September 26, 2020
OM

Oh Kali!
Oh Consumer!
Oh Strength!
Oh Giver and Destroyer, -
Thy flames are piercing
The darkness of imprisoned Soul.
May Thy Light enter me.
May It give me power
To conquer through my battles.
I give the promise of my heart
To cultivate Thy Force.

Oh Mother, - Thou art...
The Lady of my House!
I bow in reverence
For Thy Care Divine.
Towards Thee moves my mind
And Thou bestoweth upon it

Luminosity!
Oh Great Consumer,
Oh Fire Divine, oh Agni!
Thou art the Energy Supreme

N Universal,
May Thy Force flow freely...

(September 26, 1978 Tues. Morning)

September 27, 2020
OM

Oh Spirit - Thou alone art True...
Thou have become "I" and "you" and "he"

and "she" and "it"...
Thou - behind, beyond, underneath

and everywhere... all...
Thou... Perfect... Full...
Yet the world is not governed by Thy Force,
It submitted itself to the

Reign of Evil...
It is ruled by flesh and demons.

Arise the Soul...
Awake the Conqueror...
Sleep not the Warrior...
Let us conquer this world



for the Spirit!
Let us prepare this Earth
For the descent of the
Saving Hand...

Oh Mother... I wait...
(September 27, 1978 Wed. Morning)

September 28, 2020
OM

God is One.  Truth is One.  Sages call Truth by various names; this does not change its Essence.  They call the
Absolute Truth, Brahman, - they call His Power, Sakti!  Both are ONE.

I worship Thee as
Kali-Durga, the Scorcheress of sins
Lakshmi, the delicacy of Love
Saraswati, the Innocence of Perfect

Purity and Wisdom.
I adore all the hues of Thy Holy Power... and oh, the myriads of complexities of innumerable forces, - they all

are Thy rays...
There is Thy Force at work forever in every possible form and in many fields.  Each of Thy creatures is a

veritable arena of forces!  Evil and Good, Sublime and Profane, - all is from Thy awesome Storage.
The mystery of the wrong forces... from the Denseness of Thy lower Universe, - the distorted instruments...

the reservoir of mechanistic horror... Oh Mother, carry me above those regions of Thy Cosmic Drama... May the
Instrument be holy...  Thy Force be done...

Oh Sakti!                                                                                                              (September 28, 1978 Thurs. Morning)

September 29, 2020
OM

When do we reveal  Wisdom, or  Purity,  or  Love?  Only when the Consciousness of  the Supreme works
through us.  The point is, - that unless you find God in your consciousness, you will find Him nowhere.

Why then worship  of  Way-Showers?!   Only because they  help you,  precisely,  to  find  God within  you.
Besides, you worship God within your chosen Ideal and not his beautiful personality.  In proportion that you are
concentrated upon the Teachings of Christ, - in that proportion you receive the Voice of Christ.  The same is true
about every Messenger of Truth - hear the Voice of the Divine Truth through the Messenger and concentrate
upon it.  Do not waste your time building  your own opinions and ideas about the person who transmits the
Truth.  By contemplating Truth as Spirit - perfect, full, luminous and self-revealed in His gods and goddesses,
His Glory... you may even come to know Him.  Oh Self-poised ONE, - reveal Thyself.

Om Sakti...
(September 29, 1978 Fri. Morning)

September 30, 2020
OM

Oh Holy Brahmamuhurta!
It is always... at that Hour

that Thou touchest me
with Thy touch of Light...

It is always at that Hour
that Thou comest with
the truths...that are Thine...



It is always at that Hour
that Thou guardest me...

It is always at that Hour
that Thou removest
all stumbling blocks...

It is always at that Hour
that Thy Light illumines...

Oh Divine Mercy!
Accept my offerings.. at that Hour.
The fire burns in the candles

only to laud Thee...
The fumes of perfume spread their 

vapour only to please Thee...
The music throws up to Thee

its sounds of glory...
And the godheads' smiles descend

upon the heart that loves..
upon the heart...
whose flame is kindled...
upon the heart evolving
from human into god...

It is always... at that Hour...
(September 30, 1978 Sat. Morning)

***


